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Winning Positive Reviews!

The new Fellowship Program has drawn
many positive reviews since its launch last
September. Strategy in the P&C Sector and
Leading in the Insurance World, the first two
courses in the new program, have enjoyed
strong registrations and enthusiastic
endorsement from participating students.
Registration is now open for the third
course in the program, Financial
Management for Insurance Leaders, along
with new intakes for the Strategy and
Leadership courses.

The pre-existing Fellowship Program
continues to run along beside the new-
track program, but entry into this program
closes January 1, 2012.

The Institute's involvement in the
education process, however, begins long
before students reach the Fellowship
Program. Through our Career Connections
activities, our work begins as early as the
elementary and secondary school years.
The mandate of our Career Connections
Program is “to improve the understanding
of insurance, illustrate its role in Society, and
encourage young adults and career seekers
to pursue one of the many skill professions
available in the insurance industry.”

Our Career Connections team of volunteer
Ambassadors and staff has been very busy
again this school year. Already, they have
attended more than 80 post-secondary
career events reaching an audience of
50,000 university and college students, in
addition to 36 high school career events
reaching a further 100,000 students.
Spreading the insurance career message in
the school system paves the way for these
young adults looking for a dynamic and
rewarding career in our industry.

Often at this time of year, families with high-
school-aged students heading into their final
year of secondary school studies in the fall
will be turning their attention to the various
post-secondary options available to them.
The Institute's demographic studies have
clearly identified the many opportunities
that lie ahead in our industry, and I would
encourage you to consider our business as a
viable career choice for these young adults.

Post-secondary insurance education is
readily available for full-time students across
Canada. In partnership with the Insurance
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Winning Positive Reviews!

Institute, seven community colleges offer
business programs with insurance
specialties: in British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and Ontario (see
www.insuranceinstitute.ca for details).
Students graduate with a business
diploma and up to nine CIP credits,
depending on the program. An
additional program exists in Nova Scotia
that draws on the Institute's General
Insurance Essentials Program.

In the province of Quebec, the public
CEGEP system provides post-secondary
insurance education, with credits available
in the CIP Program upon graduation.

Three universities offer baccalaureate
degrees that include the study of

insurance: Wilfrid Laurier University, in
Waterloo, Ontario, and the University of
Calgary and Mount Royal University, both
in Calgary, Alberta. University graduates
also have access to credits in the
Institute's CIP Program.

Actuarial studies are available at the
University of Laval in Quebec City and the
University of Waterloo in Waterloo, Ontario. 

There are clearly any number of
educational entry points into our
industry, although many of us also found
our way into the insurance industry after
following a career in another industry.
But regardless of how we came to be
employed in this business, there are
many rich and rewarding career paths in
our industry, and your Institute is there

helping young adults explore these
opportunities from the early stages of
their career search.

The educational experience does include
the opportunity to demonstrate new-
found knowledge, and so as you receive
this newsletter, many of you will be
bearing down on your studies in
preparation for the July exams. I wish
each one of you every success and to all
a most enjoyable and safe summer.

Sincerely,

François Faucher, BAcc, CA
Chairman of the Board of Governors
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The New FCIP Program: Addressing the Gap in Financial Knowledge

With 40% of the insurance industry's aging
workforce predicted to retire by 2017, a
growing industry concern is that middle
managers could find themselves catapulted
into top insurance jobs without having the
necessary knowledge to perform effectively.

The Insurance Institute's new FCIP
Program is addressing this knowledge
gap, offering future insurance leaders a
comprehensive understanding of
strategic leadership and advanced
management principles with a focus on
the important aspects of a leadership role.

Financial management is an example of one
of the knowledge streams that have unique
applications to the insurance industry and
could mean the difference between success
and failure as an insurance leader.

Jim Harvey, MBA, CA, retired Chief
Financial Officer for Allstate Insurance
and founder of the Basic Financial
Literacy course, says leaders in any
industry need to have an understanding
of finances, but in insurance, it's critical,
because firms generally collect money in
advance of having to pay it out in claims.

“One of the important financial decisions
is ensuring this cash is invested wisely so
that the firm can make payment when

required without affecting their cash
flow, and there is room to be grossly
wrong,” says Harvey.

“Although future industry leaders may
not work directly in finance roles, they will
need to understand the financial piece in
order to do a 'big picture' analysis and
know the right questions to ask when they
interpret and analyze financial reports.”

Financial Management for Insurance Leaders,
the recommended third course in the new
FCIP Program, provides the key concepts
and tools needed to evaluate business
decisions with the goal of maximizing the
value of an insurance firm. The course,
which will be offered for the first time in Fall
2011, provides the knowledge needed to
interpret an insurance company's annual
statement and employ financial ratio
analysis, benchmarking, and comparative
analysis to evaluate the company's financial
well-being.

Peter Hohman, MBA, FCIP, ICD.D, President
and CEO of the Insurance Institute, says
that the new FCIP Program balances
business theory with insurance industry
application, which makes the knowledge
provided in the financial management
course especially important for anyone
with leadership aspirations.

“The essence of the insurance business is
that everyone is dependent on each
other; the industry runs on relationships.
To perform effectively as a leader, you
need to have a working knowledge of
how each department runs,” he says.

The recommended order of the first
three courses in the new FCIP Program is
Strategy in the P&C Insurance Sector,
Leading in the Insurance World, and then
Financial Management for Insurance
Leaders, for which students must pass an
on-line math test upon registration.

For more information on the new FCIP
Program, including course descriptions,
entrance requirements, syllabus, admission
information, and registration deadlines,
visit www.insuranceinstitute.ca/newFCIP.

Key Dates:  Fall 2011 Semester 

Now
Application for admissions open

June 30, 2011
Deadline: applications for new FCIP
Program admission (new students)

July 30, 2011
Deadline: course registration 
(current and new students)

September 2011
Semester commences
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Promoting Careers in Insurance: The Timing is Right!

Over the past three years, Career
Connections has evolved and rebranded
its resources to reach a broader spectrum
of secondary and post-secondary
students, career changers, educators,
industry professionals, and career advisors
across the country. With a new career
video and Web site and new promotional
brochures, banners, and resources, we are
helping our audiences better understand
how Canada's property/casualty
insurance sector works, what a career in
our industry looks and feels like, and how
to find a place in insurance.

As we move into the final stages of this
process, we want to share more about
these tools and recognize those who

have contributed to their development
and helped us facilitate connections to
our vital, stable, and rewarding industry.

These individuals have gone above and
beyond our traditional call for Ambassadors.
They have become representative of the
talented, creative, and motivated people
that make up the 110,000 Canadian
professionals employed in the
property/casualty insurance community.

Career Brochures and Video

Our career brochures and video serve as
an introduction to the nine “gateway”
professional roles of broker, underwriter,
loss adjuster, risk manager, actuary, loss
control specialist, claims investigator,
marketing representative, and appraiser.

Our “stars”—

Sara Runnalls
BFL Canada Risk and Insurance Inc.

Michelle Snowdon
Intact Insurance 

Gavin Mascarenhas 
The Dominion 

Jerry Chien
Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc.

Matthew Buchalter
RBC Insurance

Aris Tzounakos
Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc.

Derrick Alcock
State Farm Insurance

Mary Ann Anderson
ServiceMaster of Canada

Rick Stoecklin
Ontario Appraisal Solutions Inc.

—share their career stories, industry
insights, and expertise virtually unscripted
and in a way that has truly resonated with
our audiences. We have customized our
brochures and eight-minute career video
to fit the career development stage of each
primary audience: Secondary (Awareness),
Post-Secondary (Engagement), and Career
Changers (Action). We have used them to
generate sustained growth of interest in a
career in insurance over the past two
campaigns. They have also been used by
our industry and educational partners to
help recruit new talent and students to
their insurance programs.

You can watch clips or see the whole
video on the Career Connections Web
site at www.career-connections.info.

Web Classes Gain Popularity with CIP Students

Web classes are appealing to CIP students
as an alternative for those who find
classroom learning inaccessible or
inconvenient because of geography or
family, career, or other responsibilities. In
the past year, the total number of Web
classes offered by local institutes and
chapters has increased more than 30%. 
We expect this trend to continue as more

and more people become familiar with
the concept of learning on-line. In
addition to the benefits usually
associated with on-line learning, CIP
students have the advantage of access to
a catalogue of real-time, instructor-led
instruction that extends beyond their
local chapter or institute. In many cases,
this allows students to complete their
CIP designations on time or even ahead
of schedule using the method of
instruction that suits them best.

The instructors who teach our Web
classes are industry veterans who offer
students an engaging and dynamic
learning experience by creative use of
the learning technology they have
access to. Web classes consist of weekly
real-time instruction via Web-
conferencing technology and are
supplemented by a course within our
Learning Management System (LMS).

This course allows instructors to use
additional tools, such as learning
activities, discussion forums, and
interactive quizzes; many instructors now
choose to deliver their mid-terms on-line
via the LMS. In fact, the tools within the
LMS have proven so valuable to
instructors that some have even opted to
incorporate the same blended approach
to their classroom instruction as well.

Participating in a Web class requires
access to a computer, a high-speed
Internet connection (DSL/Cable or
higher), and a speaker or headset. 

The software required is minimal: only a
Web browser and Adobe Flash Player. We
are pleased to see the interest in Web
classes growing and look forward to
many more students making use of this
opportunity. If you would like to learn
more about Web classes, please contact
your local institute or chapter.

continued on page 6



The On-Line Skills Shop: Jump-Start Your Learning Today!
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With the On-Line Skills Shop, you can
learn at home and always at your own
pace. We offer a variety of learning
paths, from Effective Administrative
Support to Making Teams Work. Each
learning path consists of three to ten
courses and simulations that have been

specifically selected with the insurance
professional in mind. You can learn at your
own pace, with access to the materials for
up to a year after purchase. On
completing each course, you will receive a
printable certificate that can be used for
internal training objectives or to satisfy
continuing education requirements.

These dynamic courses offer you

• good working knowledge of the subject;
• effectiveness assessments;
• learning tools to reinforce learning;
• downloadable checklists, action plans,

and feedback documents.

Here is some of what your colleagues
have said:

“Your course choices are excellent for
today's marketplace.”

“On-line learning is convenient!”
“The cost is minimal.”
“The content is excellent and easy to
understand.”
“I used the downloadable files to help
me track my future professional goals.”

With a total of 31 unique learning paths
comprising over 200 individual courses
and simulations, the Skills Shop On-Line
offers more opportunity than ever to
increase your skill levels and awareness
in an array of business applications and
settings.

Learning paths can be purchased
individually or in bulk for great discounts.
For more information, contact Amber
Ellis at 416-362-8586, ext. 2295, or
aellis@insuranceinstitute.ca.

Meet Your Instructors

Jim Orr, FCIP

With nearly 50 years' experience in
insurance, Northern Alberta's Jim Orr is a
true industry stalwart.

In 1963, he started working at Co-
operators Insurance in Ontario, delivering
the mail from desk to desk.

“In that day and age, I would have been
referred to as the office boy,” Jim said. “In
today's politically correct environment, I
guess I would just be called the office
person.”

That “office person” went on to enjoy a
career at Co-operators for some 30 years
and gained experience in almost all lines
of insurance before choosing claims as
his area of focus.

Jim also studied hard, earning his AIIC
(now CIP) designation in 1969 and FIIC
(now FCIP) designation in 1975. He
believes his designations have been of
great benefit to him.

“At Co-operators, the Insurance Institute
CIP courses were written right into the
job descriptions and you had to achieve
certain levels to advance internally,” he

said. “The courses certainly gave me
considerable information from a
technical standpoint.”

Over the years, he continued to travel up
the ladder into management at Co-
operators before taking a position with
another organization. For the next 10 years
until his retirement in 2003, he was the
General Manager of the Peel Maryborough
Mutual Insurance Company.

Throughout all those years, Jim's passion
for teaching was a constant parallel to his
career in insurance.

“My mother was a school teacher, and I
always intended on being a teacher, as
well, but the insurance industry got in
the way of that,” he said. “So it was more
or less a natural thing for me to take
advantage of the opportunity to teach
Insurance Institute courses.”

Starting in 1980, Jim taught a broad
range of insurance courses at the
Insurance Institute of Ontario's
Conestoga chapter as well as Sheridan
and Seneca Colleges.

Two years ago, Jim and his wife of 50 years
and “chief inspiration,”Marilyn, moved to
Alberta. He continued teaching, this time

with the Insurance Institute of Northern
Alberta, and was able to broaden his
course repertoire to include teaching C16
The Business of Insurance.

Jim says he enjoys the interaction with the
new generations in the industry and enjoys
following their future career successes.

“The people entering the industry now
are all well educated and definitely an
asset to their employers. I get a great
feeling of pride in seeing them attain
their designations,” he said.

With all of his years of experience, Jim
has plenty of advice for current students.

“First of all, get your CIP designation,” he
said. “Get experience in as many areas of
the industry as possible and then choose
an area that you enjoy working at and
really apply yourself. Show an interest in
your company's progress.”

Jim continues to enjoy his busy
retirement in Alberta, where he and wife
Marilyn moved to maximize time with
their young grandchild as he grows up.
In his free time, Jim says he intends to
enjoy a few more golf seasons and
“watch our grandson develop into a fine
young man.”
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CIP Society Update

Symposium

On April 6, the CIP Society—Ontario was
pleased to host its seventh annual
insurance industry Symposium. 
This year's one-day forum, “Change,
Advance, Succeed,” featured dynamic
keynote and seminar speakers.

The day began with a presentation from
breakfast keynote speaker Alan
Deutschman, author of Change or Die and
Walk the Walk. Participants were then 
able to design their own personalized
program from a variety of interactive,
cutting-edge seminars from companies
such as Aviva Canada, Intact, HKMB Hub
International, and Cameron & Associates.
These industry leaders provided
invaluable insights and vision for those in
the insurance industry to navigate the
ever-changing environment of today's
economy. Topics included these:

• What It Takes to be an Industry Leader:
Industry Leaders Speak Out

• Social Networking: Riding the Wave of
Change on the Internet

• Adapting and Thriving in a
Multigenerational Workplace

• The New Ontario Auto: Did We Get It
Right This Time?

• Environmental Impact on the
Insurance Industry

The event also featured a presentation
by luncheon keynote speaker Charles
Brindamour, President and CEO of Intact
Insurance. The day ended with a
reception and the return of the Industry
Leader Panel, where attendees were
invited to participate in a question-and-
answer session with some of our
industry's finest, from Swiss Re, RSA,
Chartis Insurance, and more.

Once again, the CIP Society Symposium
proved to be a comprehensive, top-level
learning and networking opportunity for
CIP Society members in the greater
Toronto area.

Advantage Monthly: Emerging Trends
and Issues

The CIP Society strives to ensure that
members have the resources necessary
to remain up-to-date with the most

current issues and trends emerging in
the property and casualty insurance
industry. To that end, we offer members
a variety of informational services
including Advantage Daily: The News in
Brief (an e-newsletter), Advantage
Quarterly: The Pulse of the Industry (a print
newsletter), and Advantage Monthly:
Emerging Trends and Issues (downloadable
PDFs). Advantage Monthly features a series
of monthly papers on “hot topics” relevant
to anyone working in Canada's
property/casualty industry.

The Advantage Monthly trends papers are
available for download on the CIP
Society Web site and include book
reviews, papers on new technologies,
and a number of interesting case studies.
For example, in April, we published a
case study on the Deep Water Horizon oil
spill and its implications for
environmental insurance. Disasters like
the Deep Water Horizon oil spill shape
governmental legislation that dictates the
minimum and maximum penalties for
environmental offences, thus increasing
the liabilities and duties of corporate
directors and officers. This interesting
paper closes with a discussion of how the
Deep Water Horizon oil spill will affect the
Alberta oil sands project and the
implications for Canadian insurers.

Members of the Chartered Insurance
Professionals' Society can view these
papers on the CIP Society Web site at
www.insuranceinstitute.ca >Information
Services > Advantage Monthly.

Promoting Professional Ethics

One of the mandates of the CIP Society is
to promote professional ethics among its
membership. Reinforcing professional
ethics is about ensuring that our
members have the tools necessary to
make the best ethical and professional
decisions, without conflict of interest or
suspected motives. Given the complex
nature of insurance principles and
practice, there can often be grey areas of
interpretation as to what constitutes
ethical behaviour in a particular situation.

To this end, the CIP Society, in partnership
with Canadian Insurance: Top Broker
magazine, is pleased to publish a
continuing series of articles on professional
ethics for the insurance professional.

We encourage all Institute members to
watch for the forthcoming column in the
June issue of Canadian Insurance: Top Broker
and to read past articles on the CIP Society
Web site at www.insuranceinstitute.ca/
cipsociety > Professional Development
> Professional Ethics.

2011 National Leadership Awards

The CIP Society is pleased to report that
the 2011 National Leadership Awards are
now under way, with nominations closed
as of June 1. As the only national program
of its kind for the property/casualty
insurance industry, the National Leadership
Awards have been created to recognize
excellence and achievement within the
Society's membership across Canada.

A fair and impartial judging panel has
been formed of Society members from
across Canada. Nominations will be
reviewed anonymously based on the
nominee's dedication to his or her
employer, professional commitment and
accomplishment, and community
engagement. Winners will be selected
during the summer and announced this
fall. The awards will be presented to
award winners at the appropriate
convocations or events between
November 2011 and March 2012.

The Society has been fortunate to
welcome 14 leaders into the Leadership
Circle to date. For profiles of past
recipients, please visit the CIP Society
Web site at www.insuranceinstitute.ca >
Professional Development > National
Leadership Awards. We are confident that
there are more industry leaders among
our now more than 16,000 members, and
we look forward to announcing the 2011
recipients in the fall.
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The 2011 Scholarship Programs Season is Upon Us!

Promoting Careers in Insurance: The Timing is Right!

Forces of Nature—How Extreme
Weather Impacts Our Daily Lives

Launched in the fall of 2010, our DVD
“Forces of Nature—How Extreme Weather
Impacts Our Daily Lives” and a 13-lesson
resource aligned to high school
geography and science curricula explore
the socioeconomic and environmental
impact of four natural disasters (the
Kelowna Fires, Peterborough Flood, and
Ontario/Quebec Ice Storm, and Hurricane
Juan) in the Canadian context.

Our industry experts—

Grant King – Crawford & Company

Paul Kovacs – Institute for Catastrophic 
Loss Reduction

Donna Robinson – Beament Green

Stephen Scullion – Crawford & Company

Greg Thierman – Crawford & Company

—share their experiences “on the
ground” and illustrate the role industry
professionals play in responding to and
managing the aftermath of catastrophic
events both here at home and around
the world.

Our audiences also have the opportunity
to learn about the cutting-edge research

the industry is involved in through the
Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction
to better understand extreme weather
and climatic change, develop effective
risk management strategies, and create
construction materials designed to
“weather the storm.”

The scope of use for this resource is
being extended beyond the science,
geography, and career studies curricula
to include use in

• introducing concepts of organizational
continuity in business classes; 

• exploring career paths in our industry
with students in insurance programs at
the post-secondary level;

• training and development of new
industry professionals.

To learn more about “Forces of Nature” or
any of our other materials, please contact
us at cconnections@insuranceinstitute.ca.

The Career Connections team is not only
proud to showcase these resources but
also pleased to share the results achieved
to date in 2010–11. With 230 classroom
presentations, 45 career events targeted
at secondary school students, 91 post-
secondary school events (on 66
campuses), 7 career-changer events, and
4 industry events, there have been 377
outreach activities so far this year. 

That amounts to more than 15 activities
per week in an eight-month school
calendar across the country!

We have seen a marked rise in the
number of career inquiries being fielded
by our team, by our Customer Service
department, and  by local chapters; a
26% increase in unique visitors to the
Career Connections Web site, who
participated in over 35 insurance-
focused events.

At career events we have participated in,
our team has even heard the words
“underwriting is my passion” and had a
gaggle of kinesiology students
investigate their options in AB claims! So
our message is getting out there, and
our audiences' interest and the quality of
conversations we are having is
continually increasing.

The Career Connections team
appreciates your continued support and
is excited about continuing to work
together in connecting career seekers to
our industry in our 2011–12 campaign!

Join the Institute and the insurance
community in supporting scholarship
programs in 2011. Each year, we work
together to offer scholarship programs
across the country.

The John E. Lowes Insurance Education
Fund awards financial assistance for up to
three qualifying Ontario residents pursuing
post-secondary education that includes
the study of property/casualty insurance.
The Lloyd King Scholarships award
financial assistance for up to two
qualifying Atlantic residents pursuing post-
secondary education. To learn more about
these programs, the Institute's Web site
offers a comprehensive list of applicant
qualifications and application forms. This
year's deadline for submissions is Friday,
September 30, 2011 at 5:00 p.m. EST.

Interested in supporting the 
scholarship programs?

There are a number of ways to support the
industry's future. First, inform and

encourage students to apply for these
scholarships—the financial support they
provide is greatly needed by students
while they earn their diplomas and
degrees. Also, be sure to participate in
industry events for the scholarship
programs. These events provide
continuous support for potential recipients. 

For more information about these
scholarship programs or to learn about
these supporting events, please visit
www.insuranceinstitute.ca and click on
“Full Time College Students.”You can also
contact the Scholarship Administrator at
416-362-8586 or 1-866-362-8585, ext.
2313, or iio@insuranceinstitute.ca.

continued from page 3
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Have You Renewed Your Membership Yet?

Career Connections Job Site

The Career Connections Job Site is the
Institute's service for connecting career
seekers with career opportunities.

• Employers can take advantage of our
continued presence at local career fairs
by posting entry-level, intermediate,
and senior positions.

• For candidates, new postings are
added daily.

To reach the Career Connections Job Site,
go to www.career-connections.info. Click
on your language of choice. Then, on the
home page, click on “Job Site.”

Want to know more?
(T) 416-362-8586
1-866-362-8585 (toll-free)
(E) cconnections@insuranceinstitute.ca.

The national examinations for the CIP and General Insurance Essentials Programs take
place July 4–8, 2011.

Morning Afternoon
Day Course Number Course Number

Mon. July 04 11 16, 72, 81, 131
Tues. July 05 121, 130 13,  82
Wed. July 06 12, 36, 132 38, 111, 120
Thurs. July 07 37, 110 39
Fri. July 08 14, 66, 112 32, 122

Morning sessions start at 9:30 a.m., local time; afternoon sessions, at 1:30 p.m. Three
hours are allowed for each CIP subject and two hours for GIE subjects. Good luck!

It's that time again—membership renewal season! We have already sent notifications
out to you or your employer by e-mail or post, and our customer service
representatives are busy processing renewal payments.

If you haven't renewed your membership already, we encourage you to do so before
the payment deadline of June 30. Prompt renewal of your membership will ensure
that service interruptions are avoided and you can continue to have access to
leading-edge industry knowledge and the latest news. Also, we don't want you to
miss out on the exciting professional development opportunities that we'll be
offering in the next year!

Renew and pay on-line now—it's quick and easy:

1. Just go to www.insuranceinstitute.ca/membership2011.
2. Log in as a new or existing member.
3. When you are logged in, click on “My Membership” on the right, and follow the

prompts to renew and pay on-line.

If you have yet to receive your membership notification, please contact a customer
service representative as soon as possible at 1-866-362-8585, Monday to Friday, from
8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. EST.

Regional Meetings: The Institute “Web Servers”

As an association run by its members, the Institute can be thought of like an “Internet”
in which information constantly flows between local and provincial institutes and the
national Institute; between members and their elected representatives. One vital
“server” in this network for communication between institutes is the regional meeting.
Every year, at regional meetings across the country, the directors of local institutes
meet with each other and with The Insurance Institute of Canada to discuss issues of
local, regional, and national concern. These meetings are candid forums where your
needs as students and members are discussed, opportunities for cooperation
between institutes are explored, and issues of national interest are examined.

This year, the Western regional meeting was held in Calgary May 3–5 and chaired by
Louise Bevan Stewart, AIM, CHRP, AAM, Regional Vice Chair. The Quebec regional
meeting was held in Montreal March 18 and chaired by Nancy LaMontagne, C.d'A.Ass.,
FPAA, Regional Vice Chair. The Atlantic regional meeting was held in Charlottetown April
19–21 and chaired by Brian Houlihan, BComm, MEd, FCIP, CRM, Regional Vice Chair.

IIC Annual Report Now Available

The Annual
Report of The
Insurance
Institute of
Canada for 
2009–2010 has
been printed
and is now
available to
members. If you
would like a
copy, send an 
e-mail to
iicmail@insuranceinstitute.ca or a fax to
the Institute at (416) 362-1126.
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The Ambassador Program: We Need You!Onwards and Upwards

Beedller, Gord, FCIP, FRM, has accepted
the newly created position of Director of
Risk Management for Imperial Parking
for North America.

Costa, Nancy, CIP, has joined Elliott Special
Risks LP as National Marketing Manager.

Crozier, David, CIP, CRM, has been
appointed Senior Vice President, Operations,
of The Economical Insurance Group.

Farquhar, J.D., FCIP, has been promoted
to AVP and Assistant Manager of the CGL
department of Elliott Special Risks LP.

Garuk, Patrick, CIP, has been appointed
Chief International Development Officer
for SCM Insurance Services.

Haji, Nazir, CIP, has been appointed
Senior Vice President, Business
Development, of AEGIS London.

Minnis, Glenn, CIP, has joined the
Vancouver office of Elliott Special Risks LP.

Peplinskie, Connie, CIP, has been appointed
Manager of the Canadian General Liability
department of Elliott Special Risks LP.

Towns, Anne, FCIP, has been promoted
to VP and Assistant Manager of the EIL
department of Elliott Special Risks LP.

Tucker, Paul, CIP, has joined Pinnacle
Adjusters Group Ltd. as a Senior Claims
Adjuster.

One of the strategies for promoting
careers in insurance is to dispel some of
the misperceptions about the type of
people who work in insurance. One of
the ways we do that is by recruiting and
training industry professionals to be the
face of the industry  and to talk about
their careers in insurance to youth and
career seekers. These “spokespeople”
speak on behalf of the industry and help

introduce insurance careers to many who
don't know about the potential and
haven't explored the possibilities.

As an ambassador, you will be expected
to attend a one-hour orientation
webinar, participate in a four-hour
training session (the next sessions are in
August and September), and commit to
giving two or more classroom
presentations at the high school level
and to participating in two or more
secondary or post-secondary career
events during the school year, from
September to June.

If you are good at giving presentations
and enthusiastic about your career in
insurance, why not spend some time as a
spokesperson—an ambassador for your
industry! To find out more or to sign up
as an ambassador, please check out the
Career Connections Web site at
www.career-connections.info.

With the July exams just around the
corner, some of you may soon find
yourselves bored with no CIP classes to
take until September! Others of you may
have already attained your CIP or FCIP

designations and be looking for your
next challenge. For all of you, the Skills
Catalogue offers a wealth of learning
opportunities to complement the
insurance education offered through our
core CIP and FCIP Programs—and keep
you from going a whole summer without
study! Choose one or both of these
proven winners available by distance-
learning: Writing at Work and The Time
Value of Money.

Remember that Skills Catalogue courses
are eligible for continuing-education
credits. So what are you waiting for?
Check out the Skills Catalogue at
www.insuranceinstitute.ca or call the
Institute at 416-362-8586 (toll-free at 
1-866-362-8585) for more information.

Summer School and the Skills Catalogue
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